Conserved evolutionary units in the hemecopper oxidase superfamily revealed by
novel homologous protein families
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Abstract: The heme-copper oxidase (HCO) superfamily includes HCOs in aerobic respiratory chains
and nitric oxide reductases (NORs) in the denitrification pathway. The HCO/NOR catalytic subunit
has a core structure consisting of 12 transmembrane helices (TMHs) arranged in three-fold rotational pseudosymmetry, with six conserved histidines for heme and metal binding. Using sensitive
sequence similarity searches, we detected a number of novel HCO/NOR homologs and named
them HCO Homology (HCOH) proteins. Several HCOH families possess only four TMHs that exhibit
the most pronounced similarity to the last four TMHs (TMHs 9–12) of HCOs/NORs. Encoded by
independent genes, four-TMH HCOH proteins represent a single evolutionary unit (EU) that relates
to each of the three homologous EUs of HCOs/NORs comprising TMHs 1–4, TMHs 5–8, and TMHs
9–12. Single-EU HCOH proteins could form homotrimers or heterotrimers to maintain the general
structure and ligand-binding sites defined by the HCO/NOR catalytic subunit fold. The remaining
HCOH families, including NnrS, have 12-TMHs and three EUs. Most three-EU HCOH proteins possess two conserved histidines and could bind a single heme. Limited experimental studies and
genomic context analysis suggest that many HCOH proteins could function in the denitrification
pathway and in detoxification of reactive molecules such as nitric oxide. HCO/NOR catalytic subunits exhibit remarkable structural similarity to the homotrimers of MAPEG (membrane-associated
proteins in eicosanoid and glutathione metabolism) proteins. Gene duplication, fusion, and fission
likely play important roles in the evolution of HCOs/NORs and HCOH proteins.
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Aerobic respiration has evolved to use oxygen, which
produces about 16 times more adenosine triphosphates (ATPs) than anaerobic respiration.1 This
advantage likely facilitated some critical evolutionary steps, such as the origin of eukaryotes and the
increase of body size.2,3 Heme-copper oxidases
(HCOs) are membrane-bound enzyme complexes
functioning in the terminal step of aerobic respiratory chains.4–6 They catalyze the reduction of dioxygen to water using electrons transferred from
cytochrome c or a quinol derivative. The released
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energy is coupled to the translocation of protons
across the membrane to generate an electrochemical
gradient that can be used for ATP synthesis. All
HCOs possess a catalytic subunit, an integral membrane protein with 12 core transmembrane helices
(TMHs). Six conserved histidines in the TMHs of the
catalytic subunit coordinate three co-factors: a highspin heme and a copper ion in the binuclear catalytic site, and an additional low-spin heme functioning in the electron transfer pathway.7,8 Two of the
six histidines function as axial ligands to coordinate
the low-spin heme, while the rest participate in the
catalytic site, with three histidines positioning the
copper on one side of the high-spin heme and one
histidine serving as the axial ligand on the other
side. The 12-TMH core structure of the HCO catalytic subunit displays three-fold rotational pseudosymmetry and distributes the two heme groups into
two of the three proposed pseudosymmetric units,9,10
each of which consists of four TMHs.
HCOs from various organisms have been discovered. They differ in heme types, electron donors
(such as cytochrome c and ubiquinol), proton transfer pathways, and subunit composition. Three major
types of HCOs (A, B, and C) have been defined
based on sequence and structural analyses.5,11
A-type HCOs include cytochrome c oxidases in mitochondria, and cytochrome c oxidases and quinol oxidases in many bacteria and some archaea.12 B-type
HCOs are mainly found in the archaeal phylum of
Crenarchaeota and appear to use one proton pathway compared to two proton pathways in A-type
HCOs. A- and B-type HCOs share a conserved tyrosine residue residing in the sixth TMH. This tyrosine is covalently linked to a copper-binding
histidine and was proposed to donate a fourth electron to the binuclear center in the catalytic process.13 C-type HCOs, mainly from Proteobacteria,
use a catalytic tyrosine residue located in a structurally different position (the seventh TMH) than that
of A- and B-type HCOs.14,15
Sequence and structural analyses revealed that
the catalytic subunit of nitric oxide reductases
(NORs) is homologous to that of the HCOs.6,16 NOR
catalytic subunit also has 12 core TMHs sharing the
same topology of HCO catalytic subunit and binds
two hemes and a non-heme iron (instead of copper
in HCOs) in a similar fashion by using six conserved
histidines. The HCO superfamily thus includes both
HCOs and NORs. NORs catalyze the reduction of
nitric oxide (NO) to nitrous oxide (N2O) with the
help of the heme groups and the non-heme iron in
the denitrification pathway of the nitrogen
cycle.6,17,18 As NO is a toxic reactive agent, NORs in
some pathogenic bacteria also play important roles
in detoxifying exogenous NO generated by hosts.19
Besides substrate preference, NORs differ from
HCOs in that they do not translocate protons across
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the membrane and do not have a catalytic tyrosine
due to fewer electrons required in one catalytic
cycle. Two major subgroups of NORs have been
described: the cytochrome c-dependent cNOR and
the quinol-dependent qNOR.20 NORs appear to be
more closely related to C-type HCOs than A- and Btype HCOs in terms of sequence similarity and subunit composition.21
Although NORs and the three types of HCOs
each form well-separated clades in the phylogeny
reconstructed for the HCO superfamily, the position
of the root remains controversial. Different evolutionary scenarios have been proposed for the origin
and evolutionary order of HCOs and NORs. Several
studies18,22–25 suggested that NORs may be more
ancient than HCOs, consistent with the assumption
that aerobic respiration evolved from denitrification
after the emergence of atmospheric oxygen. Other
researchers have proposed that the widely distributed A-type HCOs were present before the split of
bacteria and archaea and are ancestors to B- and Ctype HCOs and NORs.12 These hypotheses, still in
debate, explain how the 12 core TMHs developed
into various types of oxidases. However, the origin of
this pseudosymmetric helical architecture, an
ancient event, is rarely discussed.
In this study, we used sensitive sequence similarity search methods such as transitive PSIBLAST26 searches and HHpred27 to detect proteins
homologous to the catalytic subunits of the HCO
superfamily members. We called the newly found
homologs HCO homology (HCOH) proteins. Interestingly, we discovered HCOH proteins with only four
TMHs. These four-TMH proteins exhibit the highest
similarity to the last four TMHs of HCOs (TMHs 9–
12). They are considered to correspond to one evolutionary unit (EU) and are called single-EU HCOH
proteins. Single-EU HCOH proteins may form homotrimers or heterotrimers to maintain the general
structure and the ligand-binding sites defined by the
fold of HCO/NOR catalytic subunits. HCO/NOR catalytic subunits are proposed to contain three homologous EUs made of TMHs 1–4, TMHs 5–8, and
TMHs 9–12. We also discovered several groups of
12-TMH HCOH proteins that, like HCOs/NORs, contain three EUs. The majority of these three-EU
HCOH proteins possess two conserved histidines
that are predicted to bind a single heme. Most of the
newly found remote homologs of HCOs/NORs are
hypothetical proteins without experimental characterization. Only two of the seven major groups of
HCOH proteins have been defined in current
domain databases (DUF2871 and NnrS). Limited
experimental studies and genomic context analysis
suggest that they could function in the denitrification pathway and in the detoxification of reactive
agents such as NO. Remarkably, the structural core
of the three-EU assembly of HCOs/NORs resembles
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Figure 1. TMH topology diagrams of HCOs/NORs and HCOH proteins. TMHs are shown in numbered circles. TMHs in the
same structure unit (marked by SU) or the same evolutionary unit (marked by EU) are filled with the same color. The histidine
patterns of the EUs are shown in parentheses. Hemes are shown as red lines. Copper or non-heme irons in HCOs/NORs are
shown as red spheres. Conserved histidine sidechains are shown in purple. N- and C-termini of each modeled protein are
marked by NH2 and COOH, respectively. (A). Previously defined structural units of HCOs/NORs. (B). Newly defined EUs of
HCOs/NORs. (C). Structure of a C-type HCO catalytic subunit (pdb: 3mk7). (D). Model of homotrimer for single-EU proteins
with the HxH motif. (E). Model of heterotrimer for single-EU proteins with xxH and Hxx motifs. (F). Model for HCOH-t1, HCOHt2, HCOH-t3 and HCOH-t4. (G). Model for HCOH-t5 and HCOH-t6. (H). Model for HCOH-t7. (I). Model for the protein
(gi|288930450) with the HxH motif in all three EUs.

that of a diverse family of trimeric membraneassociated proteins in eicosanoid and glutathione
metabolism (MAPEG).28,29 We propose the potential
evolutionary scenarios linking existing families, as
well as the early evolutionary events of HCOs/NORs
in aerobic respiration.

Results and Discussion
Transitive PSI-BLAST26 searches (see Materials and
Methods) and HHpred27 were used to detect proteins
homologous to the catalytic subunits of the HCO
superfamily members. A number of remote homologs
of HCOs/NORs with different patterns of conserved
histidines were discovered. We called these newly
found superfamily members HCOH proteins and
divided them into groups based on the number of
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TMHs in the homologous regions, patterns of conserved histidines, and the CLANS30 sequence clustering results.

Four-TMH proteins homologous to HCOs/NORs
help define EUs
The catalytic subunits of HCOs/NORs exhibit an
approximate three-fold structural symmetry and are
considered as a result of duplications of four-TMH
units.9,10 In previous structure studies, three pseudosymmetric structural units (SUs) have been
defined as TMHs 11/12/1/2, TMHs 3/4/5/6, and
TMHs 7/8/9/10 [Fig. 1(A)] (TMHs 1–12 correspond
to previously defined TMHs I–XII).9,10 We detected
a set of four-TMH proteins homologous to the catalytic subunits of HCOs/NORs. Most of these four-
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Figure 2.

TMH proteins possess the HxH motif at the beginning of the second TMH. These proteins exhibit the
highest sequence similarity to the last four TMHs of
HCOs/NORs (TMHs 9/10/11/12). The HxH motif of
these four-TMH proteins aligns to the HxH motif in
the tenth TMH of the catalytic subunits of HCOs/
NORs. We consider that these four TMHs correspond to an evolutionarily conserved unit and
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define them as one EU. Each of the four-TMH
HCOH proteins possesses one EU and is thus called
a single-EU HCOH protein. On the other hand,
HCOs/NORs contain three EUs: TMHs 1/2/3/4
(EU1), TMHs 5/6/7/8 (EU2), and TMHs 9/10/11/12
(EU3) [Fig. 1(B,C)].
The second TMH in each of the three EUs in
HCOs/NORs harbors conserved histidine(s) for heme
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Figure 2. Continued

or metal-binding, with characteristic three-residue
motifs of Hxx, xxH, and HxH in EU1, EU2, and
EU3, respectively (x: a variable residue) (Fig. 2).
These motifs are homologous and occupy structurally equivalent positions in the superposition of
EU1, EU2, and EU3. The third TMH of HCO/NOR
EU2 additionally harbors a conserved HH motif
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(Fig. 2). The histidine in the Hxx motif of EU1 and
the second histidine in the HxH motif of EU3 coordinate the low-spin heme in the ligand-binding pocket
between EU1 and EU3 [Fig. 1(B,C)]. The histidines
in the xxH motif and the HH motif of EU2 as well
as the first histidine in the HxH motif of EU3 contribute to the binding of high-spin heme and copper/

Evolutionary Units of Heme-Copper Oxidase Superfamily

non-heme iron in the pocket between EU2 and EU3
[Fig. 1(B,C)].

Single-EU proteins with four TMHs may form
homotrimers or heterotrimers
The single-EU proteins can be roughly divided into
two major groups: HCOH-s1 (HCO homology proteins with a single EU, group 1) and HCOH-s2,
according to CLANS sequence clustering results
(Fig. 3) and sequence conservation.
HCOH-s1 (Fig. 3, red up triangles) consists of a
main cluster (marked by A in Fig. 3) and several
nearby small clusters (marked by letters B, C, D, E,
F, G, and H in Fig. 3). HCOH-s1 proteins of the
main cluster (cluster A) are mostly from Proteobacteria and Firmicutes (Supporting Information Fig.
S1). To maintain the structural compactness in the
general fold of HCOs/NORs, these single-domain
proteins most likely assemble as trimers. They could
form homotrimers, since genomes of the main cluster of HCOH-s1 proteins contain only one single-EU
protein. As this cluster of HCOH-s1 contains the
HxH motif, three symmetric heme-binding sites at
the interfaces of EUs can be inferred for the homotrimers [Fig. 1(D)], similar to the fashion of coordination of the low-spin heme by HCOs/NORs.
The B cluster (Fig. 3) of HCOH-s1 consists of
closely related proteins encoded by gene pairs that
are chromosomal neighbors [see three gene structure
examples in Fig. 4(A–C)]. Interestingly, two proteins
from the same species have the xxH and Hxx motifs,
respectively (e.g., gi|183219809 and gi|183219810
in Fig. 2, also see Supporting Information Fig. S1

for other B cluster proteins). These neighboring
gene products could from heterotrimers, with the
histidines contributing to the heme-binding site similar to the way the low-spin heme is coordinated in
HCOs/NORs. Figure 1(E) depicts one possible way of
forming a heterotrimer consisting of two proteins
with the xxH motif and one protein with the Hxx
motif. A single heme-binding site can be inferred for
such a heterotrimer.
The remaining six small clusters (CAH) of the
HCOH-s1 each have limited species distribution.
HCOH-s1 proteins of clusters C and D contain the
HxH motif and are from the Thermales order of the
Deinococcus-Thermus phylum. In several species of
the Thermus genus, a cluster C member and a cluster D member are products of genes not far away
from each other, separated by gene clusters containing denitrification enzymes [see one example of Fig.
4(D)]. These proteins may form homotrimers or heterotrimers for genomes containing both C and D
cluster members. On the other hand, two species
(Meiothermus silvanus DSM 9946 and Oceanithermus profundus DSM 14977) have cluster C members
and do not have cluster D members [see the example
of Fig. 4(E)], suggesting that cluster C members can
form homotrimers. HCOH-s1 proteins of clusters E
and F, mostly from the Thioalkalivibrio genus, are
also largely encoded by neighboring gene pairs [one
example shown in Fig. 4(F)]. Although cluster E proteins have the HxH motif, cluster F proteins are
characterized by the xxH motif (Supporting Information Fig. S1). Products of these neighboring gene
pairs may form heterotrimers. HCOH-s1 proteins of

Figure 2. Multiple sequence alignment of EUs of HCOs/NORs and HCOH proteins. For HCOs/NORs, the sequences are
denoted by their pdb id and chain id, followed by type name. For HCOH proteins, each sequence is denoted by its NCBI gene
identification (gi) number. The cluster type for HCOH-s1 is shown in parentheses after gi numbers. Starting and ending residues
numbers are shown before and after the sequences, respectively. Protein lengths are shown in brackets at the end. Positions
with conserved motifs in the second TMHs of these EUs are marked with HxH, xxH, Hxx, or xxx. The conserved HH motif in
the second EU of HCOs/NORs is also marked. Conserved histidines in these positions are in black background. For three-EU
proteins, conserved histidines at the interface between EU1 and EU3 are colored red, those at the interface between EU2 and
EU3 are colored orange, and those at the interface between EU1 and EU2 are colored magenta. Other family-specific conserved residues are also highlighted in black background. Non-charged residues in positions with mainly hydrophobic residues
are shaded in yellow. Small residues (G,A,S,C,T,P, and V) in positions with mainly small residues are shaded in grey. Insertion
regions are replaced by the number of inserted residues in parentheses or omitted in between underscored letters. Three-letter
species name abbreviations shown before the residue starting numbers are as follows: Aae, Aquifex aeolicus; Aar, Aromatoleum
aromaticum; Abr, Azospirillum brasilense; Bcy, Bacillus cytotoxicus; Bse, Bacillus selenitireducens; Bba, Belliella baltica; Bas,
Bifidobacterium asteroides; Bar, Bizionia argentinensis; Bfa, Brachybacterium faecium; Cfe, Campylobacter fetus; Csp, Campylobacter sp.; CNi, Candidatus Nitrososphaera gargensis; CSo, Candidatus Solibacter usitatus; Cop, Coprobacillus; Cdi, Corynebacterium diphtheriae; Cef, Corynebacterium efficiens; Cul, Corynebacterium ulceribovis; Cma, Cyclobacterium marinum; Eco,
Escherichia coli; Fpl, Ferroglobus placidus; Fba, Flavobacteriaceae bacterium; Gsp, Geobacillus sp.; Gst, Geobacillus stearothermophilus; Hme, Haloferax mediterranei; Hbo, Halogeometricum borinquense; Hsp, Hydrogenobaculum sp.; Ica, Intrasporangium
calvum; Lbr, Leishmania braziliensis; Lbi, Leptospira biflexa; Mlo, Mesorhizobium loti; Mal, Methylomicrobium alcaliphilum; Mgi,
Mycobacterium gilvum; Ngr, Naegleria gruberi; Nsp, Natrinema sp.; pKS, planctomycete KSU-1; Pmu, Paenibacillus mucilaginosus; Psp, Peptoniphilus sp.; Pae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa; Pst, Pseudomonas stutzeri; Pae, Pyrobaculum aerophilum; Reu,
Ralstonia eutropha; Ret, Rhizobium etli; Rpa, Rhodopseudomonas palustris; Sli, Sideroxydans lithotrophicus; Sth, Sphaerobacter
thermophilus; Sli, Spirosoma linguale; Tma, Thermaerobacter marianensis; Tos, Thermus oshimai; Tth, Thermus thermophilus;
Tsu, Thioalkalivibrio sulfidophilus; Tde, Thiobacillus denitrificans. Gi numbers of bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic proteins are
in black, red, and blue colors, respectively.
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Figure 3. CLANS diagram of HCOs/NORs and HCOH proteins. Connections between proteins indicate BLAST Pvalues less than 1e-10. Single-EU HCOH proteins are shown
as red up triangles (HCOH-s1) and pink low down triangles
(HCOH-s2). Members of HCOH-t1, HCOH-t2, HCOH-t3, and
HCOH-t4, the four groups with the Hxx.xxx.xxH motif pattern,
are shown in green squares, green up triangles, green down
triangles, and green diamonds, respectively. HCOH-t5 and
HCOH-t6 members, both with the xxH.Hxx.xxx motif pattern,
are shown in cyan square and cyan up triangles, respectively.
The sequence in the HCOH-t5 group with the HxH.HxH.HxH
motif pattern is marked by an orange star. HCOH-t7 members with the xxx.xxH.Hxx motif pattern are shown in
magenta. Underlined group names are shown. For the
HCOH-s1 group, the A to H clusters are marked in red letters. HCOs/NORs are shown as blue dots. Two small groups
of proteins shown as light blue dots are closely related to
HCOs/NORs. They do not contain the HH motif in the third
helix of EU2, while maintaining all the other conserved histidines (Hxx, xxH, and HxH in EU1, EU2, and EU3, respectively). Some HCO-related sequences with all conserved
histidines deteriorated are shown as yellow dots.

clusters G and H all possess the HxH motif (Supporting Information Fig. S1) and are encoded by
pairs of genes in chromosomal vicinity [see two
examples in Fig. 4(G,H)].
Members of the HCOH-s1 group have not been
classified in publicly available domain databases,
while the HCOH-s2 group corresponds to Pfam family DUF2871 and consists of proteins with unknown
function. HCOH-s2 members have the conserved
HxH motif in their second TMH. They likely form
homotrimers with three symmetric sites that can
coordinate three hemes [Fig. 1(D)]. Compared to
HCOH-s1 proteins, HCOH-s2 proteins additionally
possess a conserved “RE” motif at the end of the first
TMH and a conserved histidine in the fourth
TMH (Fig. 2 and Supporting Information Fig. S2).
HCOH-s2 proteins are mostly from bacterial phyla
Firmicutes and Actinobacteria (Supporting Information Fig. S2). Interestingly, several single-cell eukaryotes also possess HCOH-s2 proteins, including
some species in the order of Trypanosomatida such
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as those of the Leishmania genus, Angomonas
deanei, and Strigomonas culicis. Manual inspection
of weak PSI-BLAST hits also revealed a divergent
HCOH-s2
protein
from
Naegleria
gruberi
(gi|290974763, Fig. 2), a free-living single-cell
eukaryotic species of the Heterolobosea class.
HCOH-s2 may be present in the ancestor of eukaryotes, and its patchy phylogenetic distribution suggests that it may be lost independently in most
eukaryotic lineages. Leishmania species are parasites for leishmaniasis, a disease that causes skin
sores and visceral failure.31,32 Leishmania species
only include the last three enzymes in the heme biosynthetic pathway.33 Although Leishmania may be
able to synthesize heme from heme precursors, it is
thought to transport heme with an unknown mechanism34,35 and is uniquely dependent on the acquisition of exogenous heme for survival.36,37 Considering
the membrane localization and potential hemebinding capability of HCOH-s2 proteins, Leishmania
HCOH-s2 proteins might be involved in the maintenance of heme homeostasis in these parasites. One
hypothesis about their function is that Leishmania
HCOH-s2 proteins sequester hemes in the membrane to reduce heme toxicity38 to the cell and
increase heme accessibility to other membrane
proteins.
The majority of HCOH-s1 and HCOH-s2 proteins consist of a single domain corresponding to one
EU of four TMHs. As exceptions, one HCOH-s1 protein has an N-terminal divergent cupin_2 domain as
suggested by HHpred (gi|91786010, Fig. 5), and all
F-cluster HCOH-s1 proteins contain an N-terminal
thioredoxin domain (e.g., gi|220936290, Fig. 5). A
small number of HCOH-s2 members have several
additional TMHs (four or seven) (Fig. 5) in their
N-termini that do not show detectable sequence similarity to the EUs of HCOs/NORs and HCOH proteins (based on PSI-BLAST and HHpred results).

HCOH groups with three EUs
We found a number of HCOH proteins with 12
TMHs (about 1500 proteins in the nre90 database).
These HCOH proteins, like HCOs/NORs, consist of
three EUs. However, they usually have fewer conserved histidines than HCOs/NORs. They form several clusters in the CLANS protein clustering
diagram (Fig. 3). We divided them into seven groups:
HCOH-t1 (HCO homology proteins with three EUs,
group 1), HCOH-t2, HCOH-t3, HCOH-t4, HCOH-t5,
HCOH-t6, and HCOH-t7 (see Supporting Information Figs. S3–S9 for their sequence information and
alignments).
HCOH-t1, HCOH-t2, and HCOH-t3 proteins possess two conserved histidine residues in motifs Hxx
of EU1 and xxH of EU3 and do not have conserved
histidines in EU2 [Figs. 1(F) and 2]. These proteins
also possess a conserved arginine in the third TMH

Evolutionary Units of Heme-Copper Oxidase Superfamily

Figure 4. Gene structure diagrams of selected HCOH proteins. Genes are shown as arrows. HCOH-s1 genes, three-EU HCOH
genes, and HCO/NOR genes are shown as red arrows, cyan arrows, and blue arrows, respectively. Names of frequently occurring domains are shown below the genes. Numbers of omitted genes are shown in brackets. Domain name abbreviations are
as follows: cp2, cupin_2 domain; cyC, cytochrome c; fx, iron-sulfur ferredoxin domain; HCO: heme-copper oxidase; hemr, hemerythrin domain; N2O_reductase, nitrous oxide reductase; Nitrate_red, nitrate reductase; Nitrite_red, nitrite reductase; NOD,
nitric oxide dioxygenase; NOR, nitric oxide reductase; and Trx, thioredoxin.

of EU3 (Fig. 2). The two conserved histidines correspond to the two residues in HCOs/NORs that bind
the low-spin heme. HCOH-t1 proteins, mainly from
Proteobacteria (Supporting Information Fig. S3), correspond to the previously classified NnrS family
(PF05940) in the Pfam database. The nnrS gene was
identified as the neighboring gene of nnrR in Rhodobacter sphaeroides 2.4.1 and R. sphaeroides 2.4.3.39
The nnrR gene encodes a transcriptional regulator
that responses to nitric oxide (NO) to activate the
expression of the NOR gene norB. The expression of
the nnrS gene is also dependent on the nnrR gene.39
The STRING functional association server40 suggests
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that the nnrR and nnrS genes co-occur with the
norB-containing nor operon in various bacterial
genomes, and they are often chromosomal neighbors,
such as in the genome of R. sphaeroides 2.4.1 [Fig.
4(I)]. The purified NnrS protein appears to contain
heme and copper.41 Disruption of the nnrS gene
affected taxis towards nitrate and nitrite, suggesting
a role of NnrS in the denitrification process.41
Recent studies showed that NnrS contributes to
NO resistance in the bacterial pathogen Vibrio cholerae.42 NO is a host-generated reactive nitrogen species toxic to many bacterial pathogens such as V.
cholerae. The nnrS gene in V. cholerae is up-
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Figure 5. Domain structure diagrams of selected HCO/NOR
and HCOH proteins. NCBI gi number or pdb/chain id is
shown for each protein. EUs are shown in white rectangular
boxes with motifs (HxH, xxH, Hxx, xxx, and HH). For threeEU proteins, conserved histidines at the interface of EU1 and
EU3 are shown in red letters, those at the interface of EU2
and EU3 are shown in orange letters, and those at the interface of EU1 and EU2 are shown in magenta letters. Domain
or module name abbreviations are as follows: cupin_2, cupin
2 domain; cyC, cytochrome c domain, Trx: thioredoxin
domain; Cp, cupredoxin domain; 1858, DUF1858; 2249,
DUF2249; TM, predicted transmembrane helix; and VKOR,
vitamin K epoxide reductase domain.

regulated by the NorR transcriptional regulator in
response to NO.42 NorR also activates the expression
of the hmpA gene that encodes a protein with nitric
oxide dioxygenase (NOD) activity that turns NO to
less toxic nitrogen oxides.42 Gene disruption experiments suggest that nnrS and hmpA are important
for V. cholerae colonization of intestines under the
NO conditions, suggesting their roles in NO detoxification.42 Unlike HmpA, V. cholerae NnrS does not
remove NO, but it may protect cellular iron pool
from NO damage.43 The STRING server revealed
that genes encoding NorR, HmpA, and NnrS are
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chromosomal neighbors in some bacteria, such as
the opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa
[Fig. 4(J), fhpR and fhp encoding orthologous genes
of norR and hmpA in V. cholerae, respectively), further supporting their functional association. The
nnrS gene was also identified in a transposon mutagenesis screen to be important in host colonization
of Neisseria meningitidis, a bacterial pathogen that
causes meningitis.44
The majority of HCOH-t2 proteins are from
Actinobacteria and Proteobacteria (Supporting Information Fig. S4). They also include some archaeal
members mainly from the Crenarchaeota phylum.
Most of the HCOH-t2 proteins are annotated as
hypothetical proteins. A few HCOH-t2 proteins harbor additional domains. For example, the protein
gi|408501395 has an additional TMH, a cupredoxin
domain, and a copper-containing nitrite reductase
domain C-terminal to the HCOH domain (Fig. 5).
Such a domain composition suggests that HCOH-t2
may function in the denitrification process. Another
protein, gi|392374446, has a different oxidoreductase domain (VKOR, vitamin K epoxide reductase)
located N-terminally to the HCOH domain (Fig. 3).
Genes encoding HCOH-t2 proteins are frequently
found as neighbors of reductases in the denitrification process. For example, the HCOH-t2 gene is the
neighbor to a NOR gene (norB) in Burkholderia
pseudomallei K96243 [Fig. 4(K)] and to a coppercontaining
nitrite
reductase
gene
in
Corynebacterium diphtheriae NCTC 13129 [Fig.
4(N)]. In the hyperthermophilic crenarchaeon
Pyrobaculum aerophilum str. IM2, the HCOH-t2
gene (PAE3602) is adjacent to a NOR gene (norB)
and a nitrite reductase subunit (cytochrome D1)
[Fig. 4(L)]. These three genes were all up-regulated
after induction with nitrate.45 The association with
these reductase genes also suggests that HCOH-t2
may function in the denitrification process.
The HCOH-t3 group consists of 14 bacterial
sequences and one archaeal sequence forming a
loosely connected cluster in the CLANS diagram
(Fig. 3). A few HCOH-t3 proteins also possess
DUF1858 (Pfam: PF08984) and ScdA_N (Pfam:
PF04405) domains (Fig. 5). HHpred results suggest
that DUF1858, a domain of unknown function, is
distantly related to the ScdA_N domain. ScdA_N
domain is named after the N-terminal domain of
Staphylococcus aureus protein ScdA, which also contains the hemerythrin domain (Pfam: PF01814) that
binds non-heme diirons.46 The bacterial hemerythrin
domain-containing RIC (repair of iron centers) family proteins, including ScdA from S. aureus, DnrN
from Neisseria gonorrhoeae and YtfE from Escherichia coli, confer resistance to reactive nitrogen and
oxygen molecules such as NO and H2O2 by repairing
their damages to iron-sulfur centers.47 The presence
of the ScdA_N domain in many RIC proteins
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suggests that ScdA_N could aid in oxidative or nitrosative stress response. Such a domain in a few
HCOH-t3 proteins indicates that they may also be
involved in resistance to reactive nitrogen molecules
such as NO, like some HCOH-t1 (NnrS) members.
In Solibacter usitatus Ellin6076, the HCOH-t3 gene
(Acid_2923) is in the neighborhood of genes of the
RIC family and genes containing ScdA_N and
DUF1858 domains [Fig. 4(M)], further supporting
their functional associations.
HCOH-t4 proteins exhibit the histidine patterns
of HxH, xxx, xxH in EU1, EU2, and EU3, respectively (Fig. 2). Similar to HCOH-t1, HCOH-t2, and
HCOH-t3, such a pattern allows coordination of a
heme group at the interface of EU1 and EU3.
HCOH-t4 proteins are mainly from the Bacteroidetes
phylum (Supporting Information Fig. S6). A few of
them contain a cytochrome c domain at the Cterminus (Fig. 5), suggesting that they may be
involved in cytochrome c-dependent electron transfer.
The HCOH-t4 gene is often located near the nos
operon [one example shown in Fig. 4(O)] that encodes
nitrous oxide (N2O) reductase, which catalyzes the
final step of the denitrification pathway: conversion
of N2O to dinitrogen. A gene encoding the RIC family
protein ScdA is also frequently found to be close to
the HCOH-t4 gene [e.g., Fig. 4(O)], suggesting that
HCOH-t4 could be involved in denitrification and
detoxification of reactive molecules.
The majority of HCOH-t5 and HCOH-t6 proteins possess the xxH and Hxx motifs in the second
TMH of EU1 and the second TMH of EU2, respectively, and lack conserved histidines in EU3 (Fig. 2
and Supporting Information Figs. S7 and S8). Such
a pattern allows coordination of one heme group at
the interface between EU1 and EU2 [Fig. 1(G)].
HCOH-t5 members are present in both bacteria and
archaea. The bacterial members of HCOH-t5 are
mainly from Proteobacteria and Firmicutes, while
the archaeal members are all from the Halobacteria
class of the Euryarchaeota phylum (Supporting
Information Fig. S7). The majority of HCOH-t5 proteins are annotated as hypothetical proteins and do
not contain additional domains. As exceptions, a few
HCOH-t5 proteins possess domains of unknown
function such as DUF2249 (Pfam: PF10006) and
DGC (Pfam: PF08859, a domain with four conserved
cysteines that likely coordinate zinc). The STRING
server revealed strong association of HCOH-t5 proteins with proteins containing DUF2249 domain,
proteins with DUF59 domain, and RIC proteins
based on evidence of gene neighborhood, gene fusion
(in the case of DUF2249 domain), and gene cooccurrence. For example, the HCOH-t5 gene from
Rhizobium etli CFN 42 (RHE_PF00521) is predicted
to be functionally associated with two genes containing
DUF2249 domains (RHE_PF00520 and
RHE_PF00522) and a gene with DUF59 domain
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(RHE_PF00523) [Fig. 4(P)]. These genes are also
neighbors to nnrS (a HCOH-s1 gene), nnrR, and
gene clusters encoding denitrification enzymes such
as NOR and nitrite reductase [Fig. 4(O)].
HCOH-t6 proteins are mainly from Actinobacteria (Supporting Information Fig. S8). Some HCOHt6 proteins are annotated as “multicopper oxidase”
or “nitrite reductase,” as they also possess a cupredoxin domain and a copper-containing nitrite reductase domain. Such a domain composition is similar
to a few HCOH-t2 proteins described above (Fig. 5).
Interestingly, HCOH-t6 and HCOH-t2 genes are
often chromosomal neighbors, such as DIP1877 (a
HCOH-t6 gene) and DIP1878 (a HCOH-t2 gene) of
Corynebacterium diphtheriae NCTC 13129 [Fig.
4(N)]. In one case, HCOH-t2 and HCOH-t6 are fused
together in one open reading frame (gi|493596372
from Actinomyces urogenitalis, Fig. 5). These observations suggest that HCOH-t2 and HCOH-t6 may
have related functions.
HCOH-t7 proteins exhibit yet another pattern of
histidine motifs with xxH in EU2 and Hxx in EU3,
while lacking conserved histidines in EU1 (Fig. 2 and
Supporting Information Fig. S9). Such a pattern
would allow coordination of one heme group at the
interface between EU2 and EU3 [Fig. 1(H)]. HCOH-t7
proteins form two small clusters in the CLANS diagram (Fig. 3). Each cluster has restricted phylogenetic
distribution. They are from the bacterial phylum Aquificae and from the archaeal class Halobacteria of the
Euryarchaeota phylum, respectively (Supporting Information Fig. S9). These proteins are annotated as
hypothetical proteins and do not have additional
domains.
In summary, three-EU HCOH genes are often
neighbors to genes involved in the denitrification
process and/or detoxification of small reactive molecules such as NO (Fig. 4). Many of these neighboring
genes encode various denitrification enzymes such
as nitrate reductase, nitrite reductase, NOR, and
nitrous oxide reductase (Fig. 4). The detoxification
genes include those that encode NOD and the RIC
family proteins with hemerythrin domains. In addition, genes encoding a few domains of unknown
functions, such as ScdA_N, DUF2249, DUF1858,
and DUF59, are also frequently found in the neighborhood of three-EU HCOH genes. Three-EU HCOH
proteins from different groups are sometimes gene
neighbors (Fig. 4), suggesting that they are involved
in the same biological process. The gene neighborhood associations are consistent with the domain
contents of limited multi-domain three-EU HCOH
proteins, as some of these proteins contain nitrite
reductase domain, DUF2249 domain and DUF1858
domain (Fig. 5).
For some single-EU HCOH proteins such as
HCOH-s2 (DUF2871) proteins and cluster A HCOHs1 proteins, we did not find strong functional
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Structure similarity between the catalytic
subunits of HCOs/NORs and the MAPEG family
proteins

Figure 6. Structure superposition of an HCO superfamily
member (pdb id: 3mk7) and a MAPEG member (pdb id:
4al0). EU1, EU2, and EU3 of 3mk7 are shown in blue, yellow,
and green, respectively. The heme groups and the non-heme
iron are shown as red sticks and a red sphere, respectively.
The three chains of 4al0 aligned to EU1, EU2, and EU3 of
3mk7 are shown in light blue, grey, and cyan, respectively.
The ligands of 4al0 are shown as magenta sticks.

associations to denitrification/detoxification genes
according to the results of the STRING server. On
the other hand, genes encoding HCOH-s1 proteins of
clusters B, C, D, E, and F are frequently neighbors
to denitrification genes and potential detoxification
genes such as those with the hemerythrin domain
and the globin domain48 (Fig. 4(A–F)]. Like many
three-EU HCOH genes, these single-EU HCOH
genes often have neighbors with domains of
unknown function such as ScdA_N, DUF2249 and
DUF59 [Fig. 4(A–F)]. Other genes frequently in the
vicinity of HCOH-s1 genes include those encoding
proteins with cytochrome c domain (cyC), ferredoxin
domain (fx), thioredoxin domain (Trx), and cupin_2
domain (cp2) [Fig. 4(A–F)]. Some three-EU HCOH
genes are also found to be neighbors of HCOH-s1
genes [e.g., Fig. 4(B,C,E)].
Limited experimental studies on NnrS proteins,
gene context analysis and domain content analysis
indicate the involvement of many HCOH proteins in
denitrification and detoxification. The molecular
mechanisms of their functions remain unknown and
await further experimental investigations. As putative heme-binding proteins, HCOH proteins could
contribute to denitrification and detoxification in
several ways, such as maintenance of cellular iron
and heme homeostasis, being part of the electron
transfer pathways in various denitrification
enzymes, binding/sequestering/exporting reactive
nitrogen species, and possessing enzymatic activities
that convert reactive nitrogen species to less toxic
molecules.
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After establishing the EUs for the HCO superfamily,
we sought to explore its relationship to known structures. We queried the structures of HCO/NOR EUs
against the SCOP49 database using the HorA
server,50 which not only reports structural similarity,
but also evaluates if the similarity represents homology or analogy. HorA identified a MAPEG structure
as the top hit following the structures from the HCO
superfamily, with relatively good scores for both
structure comparison (Dali Z-score 7.6) and sequence
comparison (HHpred probability 0.52), resulting in
an overall score (5.042) that is consistent with scores
derived for distant homologs.51 MAPEG proteins are
a group of membrane-bound enzymes with diverse
functions, including glutathione transferase activity
that provides protection from oxidative stress in the
membrane.28 The MAPEG fold, consisting of four
TMHs, forms a homotrimer that binds three substrates in a symmetric manner. The four TMHs of a
MAPEG subunit adopt the same topology as the four
TMHs in each EU of HCOs/NORs, showing righthanded connections between them. In addition, an
unexpected structural similarity lies in the same
arrangement of the three subunits of the MAPEG
homotrimer compared to the three EUs in HCOs/
NORs, as noticed before.29 A superposition of a trimeric MAPEG structure (pdb id: 4al0) onto an HCO
structure (pdb id: 3mk7) (Fig. 6) reveals a striking
similarity (Dali Z-score: 20.6, RMSD: 3.3Å) covering
all 12 TMHs. Each of the three EUs of HCO structure corresponds to one monomer of the MAPEG
homotrimer (Fig. 6). Interestingly, the hemes from
the HCO structure (red sticks, Fig. 6) overlap with
the MAPEG substrate (glutathione, magenta sticks,
Fig. 6), which is located at the interfaces of the
monomers. Combined with the trimeric state
required for MAPEG enzyme function,52,53 the structural similarity and similar active site position suggest that MAPEG proteins and HCOs/NORs are
evolutionarily related.29

Evolutionary scenarios of HCOs/NORs and the
HCOH proteins
Gene duplication, divergence, fusion, and fission are
the main driving forces in the evolution of proteins
with novel functions.54–56 It is estimated that a large
fraction of proteins form oligomers with functional
importance.57 Evolution of oligomeric protein complexes has drawn interest in both theoretic and
experimental studies.58,59 Gene duplication is considered as the cause to generate heteromers (heterooligomers) from homomers (homo-oligomers), for
example, in the evolution of proteasomes60 and
chaperonins.61 Subunits in a heteromer have
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Figure 7. Possible evolutionary events in HCOs/NORs and
HCOH proteins.

different sequences and structures that break the symmetry of homomers and allow more versatile functions.62 It is estimated that a large fraction of membrane
proteins form oligomers or are internally pseudosymmetric,63,64 like the catalytic subunits of HCOs/NORs.
The structural similarity between the catalytic
subunits of HCOs/NORs and the MAPEG trimers
suggests that HCOs/NORs could have evolved from
a four-TMH ancestral protein that forms MAPEGlike homotrimers (Fig. 7). It is likely that a fortuitous sequence divergence event of this ancestor [Fig.
7(A)] gave rise to the HxH motif in the second TMH
that enabled binding of heme groups. The discovery
of single-EU HCOH proteins with four TMHs and
the HxH motif supports this hypothesis. The homotrimers of four-TMH single-EU proteins with the
HxH motif would have three symmetric hemebinding sites located at the interfaces of the monomers, similar to those of the MAPEG proteins.
Single-EU HCOH genes could have undergone gene
duplications [Fig. 7(B)] followed by sequence divergence to generate multiple copies of single-EU
HCOH genes encoding proteins that form heterotrimers. If the HxH motif is kept in all duplicated
genes, a heterotrimer with three heme-binding sites
could be formed. In case some histidines are
mutated [Fig. 7(C)], like the HCOH-s1 cluster B proteins, heterotrimers that bind less than three hemes
could evolve. The fusion of three single-EU genes
would result in an open reading frame with three
EUs [Fig. 7(D,F)]. Three-EU proteins could bind
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three hemes with six histidines if the HxH motif is
kept in all three EUs [Fig. 7(D)]. Interestingly, we
identified one archaeal protein in the HCOH-t5
group (gi|288930450 in Fig. 2, marked by a star in
Fig. 3) that has three HxH motifs and could bind
three hemes. Deterioration of some histidines, either
in the stage of single-EU ancestors [Fig. 7(C)] or
three-EU ancestors [Fig. 7(E)], could lead to threeEU HCOH proteins with fewer than six conserved
histidines and thus less than three heme-binding
sites.
Most of extant three-EU HCOH proteins possess
two conserved histidines and are inferred to bind a
single heme. They mostly follow one of three histidine patterns: Hxx.xxx.xxH (HCOH-t1, HCOH-t2,
HCOH-t3, and HCOH-t4), xxH.Hxx.xxx (HCOH-t5
and HCOH-t6) and xxx.xxH.Hxx (HCOH-t7) (Fig. 7).
These three patterns can also be related by circular
permutations of the three EUs [Fig. 7(G)]. We also
identified a small number of archaeal HCOH-t5 proteins (e.g., gi|389847617 in Fig. 2) that contain a
combination of patterns of HCOH-t1 and HCOH-t5
and have four histidines in the motif pattern of
HxH.Hxx.xxH (Fig. 7). These proteins could thus
bind two hemes.
HCOs/NORs follow the histidine pattern of
Hxx.xxH.HH.HxH. The HH motif in the seventh
TMH (the third TMH in EU2) is a unique feature of
HCOs/NORs that is not present in HCOH proteins.
Such an addition allows HCOs/NORs to coordinate a
copper or non-heme iron in addition to binding two
hemes. We also identified several small groups of
proteins closely related to HCOs/NORs that have
some or all of the conserved histidines deteriorated.
Two small groups (light blue dots in Fig. 3 and also
see the close-up view in Supporting Information Fig.
S10) have the HH motif deteriorated (see Supporting
Information Figs. S14 and S15 for their alignments).
Four small groups (yellow dots in Fig. 3 and Supporting Information Fig. S10) have all of the six histidines deteriorated (see Supporting Information
Figs. S16–S19 for their alignments). These groups
could have evolved from the HCOs/NORs by
sequence divergence [Fig. 7(H)].
Although it is likely that three-EU HCOH proteins have evolved by gene duplication and fusion of
single-EU HCOH ancestors, the opposite evolutionary scenario, gene split (or fission) of three-EU
HCOH genes to generate single-EU HCOH open
reading frames [Fig. 7(I)], is also plausible. For
example, HCOH-s1 proteins of clusters H and G,
especially cluster H proteins, are close to the HCOs/
NORs in the CLANS diagram (Fig. 3). Their top
BLAST hits include C-type HCOs. In the genome of
Sideroxydans lithotrophicus ES-1, one cluster G
HCOH-s1 gene and one cluster H HCOH-s1 gene
are close to each other and neighboring to a C-type
HCO (Fig. 4). It is likely that HCOH-s1 proteins of
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clusters G and H are derived from C-type HCO proteins by gene fission.

Conclusions
Comparative sequence-structure analysis revealed
novel homology between a number of HCOH proteins and the catalytic subunits of HCOs/NORs.
HCOH proteins form groups of four-TMH single-EU
proteins (HCOH-s1 and HCOH-s2) and groups of 12TMH three-EU proteins (HCOH-t1, HCOH-t2,
HCOH-t3, HCOH-t4, HCOH-t5, HCOH-t6, and
HCOH-t7). Among these groups, only HCOH-s2 and
HCOH-t1 correspond to known domains (DUF2871
and NnrS, respectively), while the majority of other
HCOH members are currently annotated as hypothetical proteins without known domains. Gene context and domain content analyses, coupled with
limited experimental studies of NnrS, suggest that
most HCOH proteins are involved in the denitrification process and/or detoxification of reactive small
molecules. Based on the structures of HCOs/NORs,
single-EU HCOH proteins could form homotrimers
or heterotrimers with active sites located at the
interfaces between monomers. Conserved histidines
in HCOH proteins indicate that they can bind heme.
Strong structural similarity was observed between
the homotrimers of the MAPEG family membrane
enzymes and the catalytic subunits of HCOs/NORs.
Such a similarity, together with the discovery of
single-EU HCOH proteins, suggests that HCOs/
NORs and three-EU HCOH proteins could have
evolved from four-TMH ancestors that form homotrimers similar to MAPEG proteins. Gene duplication, sequence divergence, and gene fusion of
ancestral single-EU HCOH proteins could give rise
to three-EU HCOH proteins and HCOs/NORs. Conversely, gene fission of three-EU HCOH proteins or
HCOs/NORs may have produced some extant singleEU HCOH proteins.

Materials and Methods
Sequence similarity searches
PSI-BLAST26 iterations were conducted to search for
homologs of the HCO superfamily proteins starting
from one representative with known structure (protein databank (PDB65) id: 3o0r, chain B)16 against a
database composed of NCBI non-redundant proteins
and environmental sequences with maximal 90%
identity (nre90) protein database (e-value inclusion
cutoff: 1e-4). To perform transitive searches, PSIBLAST hits were grouped by BLASTCLUST (with
the score coverage threshold [2S, defined as the bit
score divided by alignment length) set to 1, length
coverage threshold (2L) set to 0.5, and no requirement of length coverage on both sequences (2b F)],
and a representative sequence from each group was
used to initiate new PSI-BLAST searches. Such an
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iterative procedure was repeated until convergence.
HHpred27 was used for profile-profile-based similarity searches to identify distant homologous relationships for (1) HCOs/NORs (gi|315583520), (2) the
HCOH-s1 group (gi|499132825), (3) the HCOH-s2
group (gi|316941303), (4) the HCOH-t1 group
(gi|110347088),
(5)
the
HCOH-t5
group
(gi|292656262), and (6) the HCOH-t6 group
(gi|256378768) (profile databases used: Pfam,66
PDB,65 and CDD67). Detections of conserved
domains are performed by the CDD server67 and the
HMMER3 package.68 We also employed the HorA
server50 to detect structural homologs for the pseudosymmetric units of HCO proteins, using the C terminus of a NOR structure (pdb: 3o0r, chain B,
residue 302–458) as input.

Sequence clustering and multiple sequence
alignment
Sequence clustering was performed and visualized
by the CLANS program.30 Several cutoffs of P-values were tried. The P-value cutoff 1e-10 was chosen
since it gave the best separation between clusters
according to manual inspections. We extracted the
sequences in each manually defined group of CLANS
results and performed multiple sequence alignments
by PROMALS3D69 for each group. These alignments
as well as information about their sequences such as
species and domain ranges are available in the Supporting Information. Representative sequences for
HCOs/NORs and the newly defined HCOH groups
were selected and split into individual EUs of four
TMHs. A multiple sequence alignment was constructed for the EUs of these representatives by
PROMALS3D. This alignment was manually
adjusted by taking into account sequence conservation, structural superposition of known structures of
HCOs/NORs by DaliLite70 and MUSTANG,71 hydrophobicity and small residue patterns, and transmembrane regions predictions by Phobius72 and
TMHMM.73
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